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DYSLEXIC STRENGTHS

NONVERBAL 
SUPER POWERSNONVERBAL

At one of our Conferences on Dyslexia and Innovation, Erin Egan, at that time, one
of Dyslexic Advantage's Board members, spoke about her experiences with
dyslexia (opposite page).
 
If you only heard about her struggles, you'd miss that she was a leading negotator
for such powerhouse companies as Microsoft and Airbus.
 
From Michael Wheeler again:
 
"It's as if Erin has social sonar, a way of seeing the interpersonal cross-currents
below the surface and the forces that shape their flow. But just as a person with
normal vision would struggle to describe color to someone who sees only in
shades of gray, Erin can't explain how she spots things that many of us would
miss."
 
There are many nonverbal super powers that can be found in dyslexic people...
the talent for reading a room that is so powerful in negotiations can also be seen in
leaders who can inspire and win respect, build bridges, and recognize the needs of
others .
 
 

"Did you see how their finance person rolled
her eyes when the marketing guy was talking?"
she'd observe. "They're just not on the same
page." Or she might explain why the no's they
heard on various proposals could mean
different things..." 
 
Michael Wheeler, from The Art of
Negotiation about Erin Egan
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Green Beret Taylor Beattie spoke about how he used acute situational awareness
and an ability to "connect-the-dots" to recognize dangerous situations when
working in foreign countries and unpredictable environments. Taylor's ability to
recognize body language and nonverbal cues helped him build trust and
communicate well with people of diverse cultures and backgrounds.
 
When Taylor was a boy, he said he first realized his strength in reading people
when he learned how to speak in front of a group.
 
In helping professions like counseling or psychology, strengths in sensing
nonverbal cues may be even more important than words alone; people won't
always say what's on their minds, so being able to recognize more gestures or
behaviors may help to recognize or understand a person's context on a deeper
level.
 
Recently, I heard that Michael Grinder, an educator, author, and trainer in the area
of nonverbal communication is also dyslexic.
 
Although he struggled with severe dyslexia as a student (graduated high school
reading at a 4th grade reading level), he would go on to get a Master's degree
in Education and teach in Los Angeles. He would ultimately go on to author 22
books and become a corporate trainer in nonverbal communication. One of his
most popularbooks is on classroom management. He's also led business
trainings on leadership, nonverbal communication, and relationship building.
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hk7Geaf5ibM
https://amzn.to/3iTFhvW


Nonverbal super powers can also be found among those who work with animals -
like like unconventional bear expert Ben Kilham or "horse whisperer" equine
behaviorist Marcus Rhatigan - these experts loved animals like a lot of others,
but I think some of the additional abilities they ultimately brought to their work
included their ability to deeply enter into the animals' minds - see things from
their perspectives, reflect on their assumptions, and an openness of thinking that
led to new ideas
 
My son and I recently watched a presentation by an artist about the power of
personal projects, and the parallels with dyslexia struck home for me. How often
does a student seem to take an unusual interest in something - whether it was
Jack Horner digging for fossils, Ben Kilham thinking like a bear,
or Mimi Koehl playing in the surf, feeling the different directions of the water.
 
From the outside, it may seem as unusual quirks that give them delight, but may
not lead them anywhere, but then in true nonlinear fashion, an explosion of
ideas, perspectives, and predictions appear that turns a field on its head.
 
Recently, we received a phone call question about what might be a good career
for a dyslexic person...a better and narrower question might be what is not a good
career for a dyslexic person?  Almost any field is open to dyslexic people as long
as its linked to a passion and time is given to develop deep knowledge and
expertise.
 
As a friend reminded me once - the school years are not a preparation for life -
they are life. Never put off time for students to find their super powers or find
something that's worth falling in love with. Passions may change over time - but
at some level many loves continue in some form, and they may re-emerge in
interesting ways.
 
Of course, there are many nonverbal talents missed in this short article -
filmmakers, architects, engineers, athletes, data people who are trend spotters -
really the list goes on. There are even nonverbal talents within verbal disciplines
- like writing - but these reflections must await another article. My closing advice
is that you look for the unconventional talent that may not be recognized all at
once. It's like the old adage, "Still waters run deep." Content yourself with the
present and find ways to clear the way for an unconventional future.
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Taylor Beattie,  former Green Beret talks
about some dyslexic strengths useful in
special ops.

Ben Kilham's study of nonverbal communication in bears resulted in breakthroughs in an
understanding of animal relationships and social hierachy. 

Here's an example of
Michael Grinder's work in
nonverbal communication.
 
In the video at left, he makes
suggestions about helpful
nonverbal communication
when you have to have
difficult conversations
with a partner, at work,
or with friends. 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXJ5K3Zt1jY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OEVdhgR1i9Y
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DYSLEXIC STRENGTHS

FREE STRUCTURED 
LITERACY RESOURCES

Even if these are unprecendented frustrating times for instruction due to the
pandemic, there are occasional upsides - like the increased availability of free
resources about structured literacy now available on the web.
 
In many respects, it's never been easier to sample different curricula, look at how
others introduce lessons, and take advantage of free resources posted online.
 
As an example, for those using the Wilson system, here is a teletherapy site where
teachers have uploaded lessons.
 

Here is a  board that can be used if
you'd like to work with a student
remotely or simply give your
student digital manipulatives for
lessons.
 
Work directly online with a board
HERE.
 
Get a copy of the board HERE. 
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https://sites.google.com/view/teletherapyforwilsonproviders/home
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1fNQhRZmwXPXk5T_FeE9Cbf66FNy9eekAvTTQqGUYHKY/present?slide=id.g80072f9ae9_1_71
https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/1/d/1fNQhRZmwXPXk5T_FeE9Cbf66FNy9eekAvTTQqGUYHKY/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1fNQhRZmwXPXk5T_FeE9Cbf66FNy9eekAvTTQqGUYHKY/present?slide=id.g80072f9ae9_1_71


Ashley Henderson is an example of one teacher posting Wilson  lessons on YouTube for
her students. Other teachers post examples of their pre-COVID one-on-one or small
group lessons.

In the video at right, Barton tutor Leane Priest charries on a snakes and ladder
game as her student reads.
 
On the next page, you'll find a link to a sampling of her games that can be used for
remote sessions.

9
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sN7y3aS94mc
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJaO06WiGGsrOtGs34B2tfQ/videos
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Z3ex0mcHhk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Z3ex0mcHhk
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Clicking on the game above will take you to Leane's Google Slides page where you
can download a sampling of her games in a Google slides file. 

S.P.I.R.E. had an extraordinary
giveaway to teachers due to
the school lockdowns from
COVID-19.
 
We mentioned that some
of the free resources would
be time-limited, but some
free resources are still
available at the time this
issue is published.
 
Resources included many
decodable readers
(illustrated and not), teachers
guides, word cards, and
more. 
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1njmMX1IkycLkfH52kNY71-oabaevFYU75-hWEkoY83c/edit#slide=id.g4dfa312b16_0_87
https://eps.schoolspecialty.com/support/covid19/81dd0a3a-e01f-4e8b-860b-eed3b4c82eac/spire
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Another great collection of downloadable decodable books can be found at the
link below. It's the Core Knowledge series that are creative commons licensed.
Some tutors and teachers may prefer non-illustrated decodable books only.
Students do benefit  by practice reading decodable books without pictures, but
illustrated decodable books may also have their value in the variety of books that
students read.

Sarah's Teaching Snippets on Structured Literacy
 
For those new to structured literacy, Sarah's Teaching Snippets at the link below
have simple infographics to explain principles and terminology. 
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https://rolls.bublup.com/abctutor/free-decodable-books
https://sarahsnippets.com/structured-literacy/


The following is not structured literacy, but rather guided reading where a student
hears a book being read, then reads it independently. Guided reading can't take
the place of structured literacy instruction, but it can be included in free reading
time
if desired.
 
Students may get frustrated with the pace of their decoding and hunger for higher
content levels than they can currently read. Guided reading options like Bookflix
can give them the guided experience, but also allow them more independence
than if they could only read books on their own.
 
In searching for free reading resources online, I saw a number of sites like the one
below where logins and passwords were posted on the web. The login and
password below do work, but I also checked my local library and was surprised to
discover they had a Bookflix membership too. If you check your local library site,
you may be able to use it for free through your library card. If you don't have a
library, usually you can apply online and get one immediately.
 
The site is a bit quirky - The books are are paired thematically - one fiction and the
other non-fiction. If you choose to have the book read to you with the mild
animation of the story, there is a read along function, but only an option to read
faster and not slower!  After watching the book, then you can read the second
which also has a read along function - but in this case, there is a "turtle" function
which slows the reading along speed. 
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From Judy Araujo's site. 

GUIDED READING ON BOOKFLIX

Click HERE to go to Bookflix

READING FLUENCY
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRKDWWcvNQ0
http://www.mrsjudyaraujo.com/free-online-books/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRKDWWcvNQ0
http://teacher.scholastic.com/products/bookflix/#/


RESOURCES FOR READING FLUENCY

Reading fluency is usually defined as an ability to
read easily with little effort...with good accuracy,
speed, expression, and comprehension. Reading
fluency practice doesn't take the place of decoding
work, but it can be an important step that makes it
likely that a person will become a lifelong reader. 

Strategies to improve reading fluency are many, including choral reading, echo
reading, reading along with audiobooks, readers theater, sentence trees and
more.
 
As April Karl describes in the video
below, reading books with repetitive
text can also give student practice
at reading words with a different tone.
 
 
The second video is an example
from  McGraw Hill showing older
students implementing practices like
choral reading, Reader's Theater, and
paired  reading in small groups. Some 
researchers have suggested that
repeated reading and listened passaged
preview are more effective than paired
classroom reading. In the latter situation,
it can also add greater stress and invite
bullying of weaker readers.
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READING FLUENCY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a2MaX89HH2I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a2MaX89HH2I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8D_91zHDpvI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8D_91zHDpvI
http://www.mrsjudyaraujo.com/wp-content/uploads/fluencyelementary.pdf
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WORD RETRIEVALREADING FLUENCY

There are many sites with reading fluency passages available.
 
Here is one site with passages for K-12 grades. There's even a timer on the page!

Finally, if you'd like to jumpstart
some ideas about how to
introduce poetry for fluency
practice, check out the post by
LiteracyJunkie Laura Hancock at
right.
 
She also shares free online
sources for poems as well as
shares her experience with
creating her poetry-heavy
fluency folders when practice
with fluency passages didn't
achieve the effect she desired.
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https://www.henryanker.com/FluencyMasters.html
https://www.literacyjunkie.com/blog/2018/4/27/the-dynamic-duo-poetry-and-fluency


TECHNOLOGY
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DIAGRAMMING MATH
When we tested older students in our clinic who were in college on STEM
tracks, I often asked students who were proficient in mathematics, what
strategies were most helpful to them. Many of them found their own ways of
solving problems - often using spatial and mental math strategies or diagrams.
How did they learn these approaches?  Most said they figured it out
themselves.
 
In my search for math curricula that emphasized deeper understanding and
diagrammatic thinking, I came across two resources that may be valuable for
you - Illustrative Mathematics and Japanese Math.
 
Often, we may be reminded that mathematics has its own language.  There are
words and symbols that mean different things in every day speaking, reading,
and writing vs. math. If it's best to teach to dyslexic strengths, one area of
strengths is in hands-on, experiential learning, but another is in the area of
logic and math reasoning.
 
The use of diagrams in math has the potential to combine the two - but up until
recently, few standard curricula in the US combine both...especially as math
progresses into middle and secondary school.
 
At right is an example from the first warm-up
in grade 3:
                                                                      ---->
Below is a warm up for grade 7:
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Here's the follow-up to the warm-up
for 3rd graders:
 
So the nice thing is that observation
always comes first. Students get practice
at looking at data, asking questions about
possible patterns, then they get more
information...a lot like real life math
problem solving.
 
Subsequent lessons look at the translation
of information into different graphic and
mathematical expressions. For example,
bar graphs, picture graphs, 2 column tables,
and relationships between the numbered
groups.
 
 
Here is the follow up to the
warm-up for 7th graders:
 
The curriculum scaffolds multiple
representations in diagrammatic
form and it doesn't place excessive
burdens on writing by hand or
"showing work".
 
It's an ambitious project that is
part of an "open education" vision
so that core curricula materials like
student activity books or teachers
guides are free and downloadable.
 
It meets state core curriculum
and state testing guidelines and
has been supported by groups
such as the Gates Foundation.
 

MATH

16

MATH



HOMESCHOOLING
DYSLEXIA ONLINE

For Homeschooling parents,
Microschools, and Tutoring
groups

https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/memberships/homeschooling-for-dyslexia-online-course-and-premium-membership/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/product/dyslexia-for-teachers-online-course/
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For students who must understand what they are doing when they are asked to
do math, the curriculum is likely to be popular. Some have questioned whether it
is "too rigorous" or sufficient preparation for college entrance exams. Regardless
of whether this is seen as a supplementary or standalone curriculum, it is a
welcome addition to open source materials that may support how many students
learn best.
 
Illustrative Mathematics has also launched commercial partnerships with
companies like LearnZillion and McGraw Hill Education for print materials and
presumably more established record-keeping and assessment capabilities
necessary for schools and districts.
 
The curriculum will officially launch July 2021, but K-12 curricula can be
previewed and fully downloaded before then.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is a community discussion area and additional materials to support
teachers, parents, and students. Videos are intended to support print materials, as
of the writing of this article, they are a work in progress.
 
If I were still homeschooling today, I think I would definitely use some of the
lessons in Ilustrative Mathematics, but also still perhaps check that all topics were
covered if my students were preparing for college entrance or other high stakes
exams. I think if the curricula were available from the beginning, it would have
especially helped our son whose conceptual abilities far surpassed his ability to
work through pencil and paper math in the early grades. 

18
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https://illustrativemathematics.org/math-curriculum/k-5-math/
https://illustrativemathematics.org/math-curriculum/6-8-math/
https://illustrativemathematics.org/math-curriculum/9-12-math/
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For tutors or parents working with students who hadn't been taught in this way,
the curricula can be a helpful addition when helping a student with math. For
instance, I was curious how the real life applications of polynomials would be
introduced. Here is the warm-up to a discussion of polynomials:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I love how the big picture is presented first!
 
Before closing the topic of diagramming - and even the larger issue of visual
representation in math, I also want to include some additional information I
found out about Japanese math instruction.
 
I had asked Dr. Tad Watanabe for a copy of his paper on Visual Reasoning Tools
in Action  and was delighted when he generously made time for me to talk to
him by Zoom.
 
Japanese approaches to teaching math are similar to Singapore Math in that
"Japanese math" starts with a problem, like other problem-focused math
curricula, but they are different by focusing on multiple solutions to a problem.
In a classroom, they have a "share and tell" period where students present their
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https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Tad_Watanabe2
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Tad_Watanabe2


solutions and reasoning.  In their curricula materials, they also present several
ways of arriving at a solution using visuals, including diagrams, in the
demonstrations.
 
For example: 
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http://www.criced.tsukuba.ac.jp/math/sympo_2006/takahashi.pdf


For more summer ideas, check out:
 
How To Get Kids to Read
Non-Fiction
 
Favorite Fantasy Books for
Tweens and Teens
 
Best Graphic Novels for
Children K-8 (Librarian's List)
 
Maker Camp (Free Projects)
 
Instructables (Free / Premium)
 
DIY.org
 

SECOND LANGUAGES

Later on, 5th grade and older students derive formulas for finding the areas
of a parallelogram, triangle, trapezoid, rhombus, and circle.  Needless to say, this
type of math teaches deeper understanding and relies on reasoning much more
than rote memorization. It's probably not surprising that Japanese math students
outperform US math students on average.
 
Tad was helpful to pointing me toward additional resources for people who
would like to learn more about the Japanese approach to teaching math:
 
Lesson Study Alliance
 
Lesson Study Group at Mills College
 
English Editions of Japan Math HERE
and HERE.
 
These books are thin - a little like comic books. The idea is that students spend
longer understanding concepts and applying them rather than completing many
problems.
 
What I liked about Japanese Math is
that the books anticipate and prepare
for the teacher to understand multiple
ways that problems can be solved.
 
As an example, look at this handout
on "What is Hard About Fractions".
When students get such a big
picture overview, they can see the
concepts and potential areas that
might be confusing, rather than start
with an over-simplified concept and
having to realize where it falls
short later.
 
 
 

Interview with Dr Tad Watanabe, Math
Professor on Japanese Math - The audio will
also be loaded into our Premium podcast
area.

21

https://lessonresearch.net/
https://www.lsalliance.org
https://support.gakuto.co.jp/mathematics-textbook/
https://lessonresearch.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Whats-Hard-About-Fraction-Number-Sense.pdf
https://amzn.to/36HKC4F
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TECHNOLOGY

DYSLEXIA-FRIENDLY TECHNOLOGY:
CUSTOMIZING YOUR WEB READING AND LISTENING

 
With increased demands to read on phones and mobile devices, it's more
important than ever to optimize web reading for dyslexic students and adults.
 
There are 2 resources that you may want to check out.
 
The first is an Unofficial Immersive Reader Chrome Extension that is free
in the Google Extension store HERE.
 
 
Here's EdTech Teacher demonstrating some of it's helpful features. The extension
is unofficial because it doesn't come directly from Microsoft. I was able to activate
it quite quickly - I hope extension is truly here to stay. The voice is quite good and
there are also helpful functions like breaking down words into syllables to easier
reading. It's much better than Google's tools. It can help with adjusting color,
character spacing, and has a great reading voice. Its ruler function is called Line
Focus.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UpJ8u6GawW0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UpJ8u6GawW0
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To activate text to speech, highlight text, right click, and choose "Help me read
this". With the addition of this app, schools should install Immersion Reader on
all computers, whether they are Microsoft Schools or not. Immersive reader also
has great translation capabilities, too.
 
If your student is still remote learning, make sure that Immersive Reader is
installed and that they know how to use it.
 
At right is a short video showing
a teacher activating Immersive
reader and the line focus feature
while working on a document
in Microsoft Word.
 
Because Immersive Reader will
highlight a word as it's read aloud,
getting students into the habit
of web reading with it on will also
help them acquire more new words
over time.
 
For those who don't want to use a
Microsoft app for some reason, might
want to consider the HelperBird app.
The CEO of HelperBird is dyslexic.
 
There are free and Premium versions.
 
 
Do you have a favorite app you'd like
to share or do you have an app
related question?
 
Email us: team@dyslexicadvantage.org
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXXRSenvTTg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXXRSenvTTg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUD_pPlhmJg
mailto:team@dyslexicadvantage.org
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DYSLEXIA AT COLLEGE: 
CHAT WITH XINRU AT BROWN 

TECHNOLOGY

Recently I had the pleasure of talking to Xinru about dyslexia, college, and
computer languages.
 
Xinru's currently studying both music and computer sciences at Brown University,
an Ivy League university that is known for its "Open Curriculum" - that allows
students to choose their personal course of study.
 
You can listen to my interview with Xinru on the next page  --->
 
But briefly, I found her when she posted her 10 Ways to Code with ADHD and
Dyslexia (next page, bottom). She talks so fast, at times I had to listen to her on
1/2 speed; I think that means she's a fast thinker too!
 
Xinru first came to the US when she was just 8 years old; although she had trouble
reading and writing in the early grades, she said she could "get away with" saying
that she didn't know English. She changed schools often and told me she only
began reading well around the 6th grade.
 
She was only formally identified in college after she struggled with a simple
assignment in her first computer programming class...In Java, misspelling
something triggered lines of errors, but she didn't understand that should
be telling her something. Getting increasingly frustrated, she tried changing her
code over and over again for 8 hours, until she finally "caved in", went to office
hours and found out that she had spelled a command word wrong. The word had
been underlined in red, but at the time, she hadn't understood the significance.
 
To get all of her coding secrets, check out her video (next page, bottom), but for
those who prefer to skim, here are some pearls:
 
- Choose a dyslexia-friendly IDE (integrated development environment). Xinru's
favorite is Microsoft Visual Studio. It completes the code for you!  It's also easy
to highlight a single word and the interface highlights all the same words where
they appear in the program.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wf7scUSxAU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wf7scUSxAU
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Other tips: change the hard-to-read font to Comic Sans or Open Dyslexic, learning
more about dyslexia - then try to figure out how it may impact your coding. Break
down the code you're supposed to write into little bits. Take breaks. Add positive
affirmations to yourself in the code. Add extra print lines wherever necessary.
 
Keep a list of common mistakes that will help you to troubleshoot for these easy
ones first (for example, she says she spells command and variables wrong or flips
the order of arguments).
 
Use outside support and recognize how your imposter syndrome can be
sabotaging yourself.
 
If you aren't formally identified, get formally identified. Your school may even pay
for it.
 
Code in a separate quiet place. Ask for extra time - whether it's for tests or
internships.
 
She included two sample letters
of asking for accommodations
in her video. Here are two
screenshots:
 
She advises looking for a contact
related to "accessibility" when
applying for internships. She
sent the email at bottom asking
about accommodations to 10
internships she applied for and
heard back from eight.
 
She's excited that she's doing
an internship with Google this
summer!

TECHNOLOGY
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE

HOW NOT TO GIVE UP ON
LEARNING A SECOND LANGUAGE

Learning second languages are difficult for many dyslexic students; foreign
language waivers or subsitutions are common, but in spite of this, many can learn
other languages and even multiple languages if the goal is conversation. Writing
and spelling second and third language can be more difficult, but also possible for
many people. Students may be more successful if they able to study over a longer
time and if they have learned more about the structure of language in their native
tongue.
 
In the video below, listen to 4 Hour Work Week guru Tim Ferriss (yes, he's
dyslexic) talk about how he learned to be able to converse in many foreign
languages.
 
The type of learning described, won't necessarily make you a master of languages
on exams in a short time, but it can help you become a lifelong speaker of
multiple languages and someone who is able to converse with many people in
their native languages - which is a pretty exciting thing in itself once we are all
able to travel again.
 
Both Tim and his podcast host Benny Lewis failed at learning a second language
when they were younger. For Tim, it was Spanish in high school (supposedly one
of the easiest languages for dyslexic speakers), and neither were able to pick up
language by  living in another country for 6 months.
 
Tim's breakthrough language was Japanese when he was an exchange student. He
credits comic books and judo books
at helping him master Japanese.
That, and a teacher who had a
sense of humor in letting
his students know that he still
struggled with pronouncing
certain words, like "squirrel"
which seems impossibly hard
if you're a native Japanese
speaker. 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNQl2TKyRYo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNQl2TKyRYo
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After learning Japanese, Tim went on to learn Chinese, then German, then finally
revisted Spanish, and learned it was much easier than he thought at the time. He
also briefly alludes to the emotional burden that he experienced when he was first
trying, then failing to learn a foreign language.
 
By the time he returned to Spanish, he had a much greater understanding of the
structure of language and in brilliant dyslexic fashion, he worked to reverse
engineer the process of making sentences in nine languages.
 
One principal in his approach to learning is the MED or minimal effective dose,
basically, what is the least I can do to learn a language (or other things)? So
in his kickstarting 9 languages below, he suggests first learning how a particular
language structures model sentences...like "The apple is red." or "It is John's apple."
Rather than endless guessing how to say something by just "immersion", the
structure of sentences is taught from the beginning...what a great idea!
 
As Tim noted, some languages might use subject-verb-object like English
and Chinese ("I eat the apple), while others, subject object-verb like Japanese
("I the apple eat."), and so on.
 
While Tim admits that he's not necessarily becoming a master of all languages with
this approach, the process of learning becomes much more manageable... whether
you're dyslexic or not!
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rh66cp33CrQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rh66cp33CrQ


Anyway, Tim carries this "no-nonsense" minimalist approach to learning foreign
languages and shares all the additional helps he's found along the way.
 
For vocabulary, rather than learning words in a scripted dialogue, he suggests
first learning the most common spoken words in a particular language. To learn
more about this approach click HERE. This can also be a great quarantine activity if
you're still quarantined. Our family has been learning Norwegian together because
of family heritage. I learned Spanish in school and had many false starts trying
to learn Chinese, but with what I know about foreign languages (and false starts), I
think I'll be more successful when I try again.
 
For vocabulary, Tim recommends a flash card option like  Quizlet or Anki as well
as mnemonic sites like Memrise. For dyslexics, in general, multimodal learning
through different routes can have greater than additive effects. So, reading
bilingual books, comic books in a foreign languages, and kids shows in a foreign
language can also supplement your education.
 
Tim also mentions Italki, which has become a popular option in our house. It's
possible to hire a native speaker for 1/2 hour one-on-one video lessons online.
With a favorable exchange rate, that might translate into $5-15 per session. Most
teachers have introduction videos which allow you to hear their voices and
accents (if any) and reviews to help you make informed decisions.
 
Many teachers offer short trial
lessons which may be free or
at a discounted price.
 
Language learning often becomes
much easier and much more enjoyable
when it's not learned in the pressure
of a classroom, but rather for one's
own interest and enjoyment.
 
Learning other languages also has
many benefits like improving memory and an ability to multi-task. Talking
with people from other cultures and parts of the world can also open up your life
in different ways!
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https://tim.blog/2007/11/07/how-to-learn-but-not-master-any-language-in-1-hour-plus-a-favor/?_ga=2.219380381.58313594.1612291180-1835380967.1612291180
https://www.italki.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOvu3w4Dpl8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOvu3w4Dpl8
https://quizlet.com/
https://www.ankiapp.com/
https://www.memrise.com


“What we fear doing most is usually what we most need to do.”
 
         - Tim Ferris
 


